[Discrimination on a disease of Foot-Taiyang Meridian named "Chong head()" or "Chong headache()"].
In various versions of Mai Shu(), "Chong head()" or "Chong headache()" is a disease of Foot-Taiyang Meridian. "Chong()" cannot be interchanged with "swell()" , and it does not have the meaning of "upward" . In ancient medical records, the headache due to "reversing Qi uprush" has nothing to do with Foot-Taiyang Meridian. The word "Chong()" is commonly used before the Han Dynasty as "collide" or "strike" . "Chong head()" or "Chong headache()" can be interpreted as a striking pain in head. which can reasonably solve the problems of disparate explanations in all versions of Mai Shu(), as well as the some internal problems of traditional medical principles.